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THIS IS
D OWNTOW N
ZE E L AND
It’s a place where hard-working shopkeepers meet grateful
customers, and dedicated restaurateurs meet hungry
families. During this pandemic, our downtown retail shops
and eateries have sacrificed a lot to provide us with goods
and nourishment so close to home, but it hasn’t been easy.
Thankfully, these folks have grit. They have heart. And
most importantly, they have us.
This publication is both a celebration of the courageous
entrepreneurs who make our downtown business district so
special, and an appeal to support them more intentionally.
We trust you’ll be inspired by the stories you find on these
pages, and that your family will choose to makes purchases
downtown in the weeks ahead, which are sure to be some
of the most challenging of the year.
We encourage you to document and share your purchases.
Follow Zeeland –Feel the Zeel on Facebook and take part
in the #strengthandmain 10 Days of Giveaways for a
chance to win daily prizes, including the grand prize – a
$500 downtown Zeeland gift card.
Please help us harness the spending power of our
community to lift up our neighbors. This is where we pull
together. This is where we show our ZEEL – at the corner
of Strength and Main.

CITYOFZEELAND.COM/STRENGTHANDMAIN

FACEBOOK.COM/FEELTHEZEEL

@FEELTHEZEEL

OUR
SWEET
SPOT
L

ittle did Harvey Konynenbelt know that when he
entered Zeeland Bakery as a dishwasher at age 16
that he would never look back. In those early years, young
Harvey earned his keep by washing dishes, doing general
maintenance and driving deliveries around town. Harvey
kept his part-time job at the bakery throughout high
school and college. After graduation, Harvey gave his fulltime attention to the bakery and eventually bought the
business on January 1, 1987 at age 29.

ZEELAND BAKERY
130 E. MAIN
HARVEY KONYNENBELT

or blue. It’s the bakery that knows when a boss is going to
treat his staff to donuts that morning and it’s the bakery that
sees the mixture of joy and determination as the youngest
customers stare through the glass on the bakery counter and
concentrate on selecting the most delicious donut.

Harvey loves his spot on Main Street, perfectly located
right at the midblock crosswalk where everyone can see the
bakery when they stop at the stop sign. But even a perfect

The bakery knows about the
surprise party before it happens.
The Zeeland Bakery has been open downtown since
April 1, 1954. This local bakery has been a sweet spot on
the hearts of Zeelanders for decades. The generations of
bakers and cake decorating artists that have come in and
out of that kitchen have had the privilege to celebrate with
each of us, behind the scenes, without us even knowing it.
It’s the bakery that knows about the surprise party before
it happens, or whether the gender reveal cake will be pink

location can’t undo the effects of the pandemic. With so
many people experiencing a change in their routine –
working from home, out of work, or nervous to do business
face-to-face – Zeeland Bakery lost half of their customer
base. They feel fortunate that they were never required to
close completely, but the loss in traffic will take some time
to recover from. Harvey is hopeful that one day soon having
the best spot on Main Street will again be enough.

TOUGH SKIN
& A HEART
OF GOLD
E

asily the oldest restaurant on Main Street under
original family ownership, Frank’s is a Zeeland
institution. Frank’s history runs four generations deep
and spans almost 97 years. Today the restaurant is
run by Shane Hammer, great grandson of original
owners, Frank and Mary Dionise. Shane represents
not only the family business, but the family disposition
– a mixture of charisma, attitude, tough skin and a
heart of gold. Customers clamor over the equally
infamous olive burger and tell-it-like-it-is philosophy
they have come to count on at Frank’s.

“This pandemic has made
people really appreciate
the work that small
businesses do.”
No one knows customer longevity like Frank’s does.
Before Covid, you could set your watch by the
consistent flow of regulars that occupied the round
tables at the back of the restaurant. Some of these
regulars have helped raise Frank’s entire lineage of
owners; Frank and Mary, Frank Jr. and Pat, Danny,
and now Shane and his mom, Lynn. By now, some
of these customers are practically family themselves.
And that’s exactly what Shane loves most about being
part of the business; the relationships he has made, the
customers that feel like family and getting to be a part
of their lives day in and day out.

FRANK’S
134 E. MAIN
SHANE HAMMER

“People come together to help each other out,”
Shane says about the downtown community. These
same supporters have seen Frank’s through the Covid
shutdowns, ordering take out and leaving $50 tips
for Shane’s employees. “I think this pandemic has
made people really appreciate the work that small
businesses do and that they are an integral part of the
community.”

IT’S JUST
THAT
SIMPLE.

B

efore Tripelroot was even on their radar, Nate and
Laura Gentry started as home brewers, developing
craft beer recipes in their garage and sharing the results
with friends. Like most home brewers, at first it was just a
hobby. By day Nate was a successful engineer at Gentex
and Laura was completing her MBA at GVSU. During
their free time, the Gentrys enjoyed traveling, exploring the
outdoors and especially touring the increasingly popular
craft brewery circuit. After years of perfecting their recipes,
Nate brewing in the garage and Laura folding Bavarian
pretzels in the kitchen, they were ready to put it all on the
line – careers, travel opportunities, free time – for a dream
called Tripelroot.
“We operate our business on the philosophy of simple,
social, sustainable.” Its relationships with downtown, with
farmers, and with the earth, that give purpose to Nate and
Laura’s philosophy. They want their business to be a place
that fosters community. But it’s hard to foster community
when you’re not permitted to gather.
The biggest change the Gentrys made as they pivoted

in response to the pandemic, was to remove all seating
from the original side of Tripelroot and replace it with
a petite deli and market. Falling in line with their style
and sustainability model, Nate built custom wood shelves
which are stocked with packs of Tripelroot’s canned beer
and seltzer varieties. They also carry Farmhaus Cider
Co. packaged ciders, an assortment of wines, Fustini’s
specialty olive oils, fresh bread from Salt of the Earth,
Boar’s Head meats and cheeses and so much more!
Selling the goods of local partners reflects their social
philosophy. Rounding out the new deli, you’ll find coolers
with freshly packaged Tripelroot menu items like, soups,
dips, spreads, pulled pork, salads, wraps, and yes, even
Bavarian pretzels to-go! They are also prepared for your
emergency needs like, milk, butter and eggs.

“We operate our business
on the philosophy
of simple, social,
sustainable.”
The Gentrys are proud of their changes, and their regulars
have been supportive of the market addition. What they
need now, is for broad-based support to grow. Consumers
need to change their habits. Don’t treat the market like a
specialty store that will always be there. Instead, add it to
your weekly outing for groceries. Now more than ever, it’s
the little shops that need your business the most.

TRIPELROOT
146 E. MAIN
LAURA GENTRY

GARDENS, GROUNDS,
& GRATITUDE
D

on Vos started growing plants in his parents’

hurdle in Doug’s life. Covid has presented a number of

backyard in high school. Expanding his home-

new hurdles to running a business; one of the toughest for

grown plants little by little, his parents built a greenhouse

the flower shop was being forced to stop the delivery of

to encourage their son’s side job. In 1960, Don turned a

flowers during one of their busiest times of the year. The

backyard business into a store front in downtown Zeeland.

store finally re-opened just before Mother’s Day, which

The store expanded from just plants to include cut flowers

proved to be a very hectic challenge in itself. Since flowers

after Don’s mother began helping with floral design.

are a way of expressing feelings, many people that were

Don’s went through a number

separated during quarantine

of changes over the years and

wanted to be able to send well

at one point even sold pets! (But
that’s a story for a different day!)
However, the overall focus has
always been flowers and it still
remains that way 60 years later.
“Flowers are a way of expressing
feelings and we get to help people

“Flowers are a way
of expressing feelings
and we get to help
people do that.”

do that.” Doug explained.

wishes to friends and family.
Don’s Flowers has been so
excited to be able to do that for
people during this historic time.
Adaptations have been made to
adjust to current times. Don’s
now offers contactless delivery –
a phone call before the delivery

In 1979, Don expanded his flower shop to become a

arrives alerts the receiver that flowers are coming and

Hallmark store which has grown in a number of different

when to expect them. This has been a great help because

ways. In 2000, Don Vos suffered a heart attack and passed

in today’s world, not everyone answers the door readily.

away, throwing his son, Doug, head first into taking over

But when they know its flowers coming, they’re more than

the family business. This has been, by far, the biggest

happy to open the door!

DON’S FLOWERS AND GIFTS
DOUG VOS AND KATIE DENHERDER
217 E. MAIN

MAINSTREET BEANERY
DOUG VOS & KATIE DENHERDER
209 E. MAIN

“Families use the Beanery as a place to enjoy
one another’s company and connect.”

M

ainstreet Beanery was formed in 2009 out of a
joint effort between Doug Vos, his wife Ginny,

and Scott and Jennifer Ludema. Today the Vos family,
including their daughter Katie DenHerder, operate
both of the family businesses. It was a perfect fit to open
the Beanery adjacent to Don’s Flowers, the already
established Hallmark store, and “what’s better than
being at work and having great coffee to drink every
day?” Doug says about the placement of his coffee shop,
confirming the popular notion: Location! Location!
Location!
Doug takes a moment each morning to come into the
coffee shop for a hot cup of coffee before heading into
his office to tackle the demands of his day. This daily
routine has afforded him the opportunity to meet other
regulars who also begin their day the same way.
The coffee shop has been a familiar meeting place for
people and groups to come together while enjoying a
comforting beverage. “It brings us so much joy to see
family members that make it a weekly date, some of these
families are three and four generations deep! They use

the Beanery as a place to enjoy one another’s company
and connect as a family.” While Covid has changed that
tremendously, Doug and Katie are awaiting the day that
they can see it happen again.

ANNIE LANE BRIDAL
152 E. MAIN
ANNIE HAMSTRA

Annie had always dreamed of owning her own bridal store,
complete with fitting rooms and beautiful seating
for the bride’s fan club.

H

elping a bride find the perfect dress is not something
new for Annie Hamstra. Years ago, she ran a
charity bridal store out of her home. She has always had
an eye for fashion and she would pick up dresses whenever
she would see one, take it home,
make any necessary repairs and
wash the dresses. Then brides
would come to her home and
pay whatever they could for a dress.
This was a great venture, but Annie
had always dreamed of owning her
own bridal store, complete with fitting
rooms and beautiful seating for the bride’s
fan club to sit and watch the bride find her
perfect dress. Annie’s dream came true in
September of 2019 when she opened Annie Lane Bridal.

an AnnieCam! The AnnieCam is her very own camera
system that uses video conferencing technology. Now a
bride can be in the store, try on dresses and share that
moment with up to 99 people via a TV screen.

DREAMS
COME
TRUE

Dresses at Annie Lane range from sizes 0-30, and prices
from $399 to $3,000. The bridal shop also carries a number
of formal gowns along with bridal accessories. Choosing
a wedding dress is a magical moment for people to share
with one another. Unfortunately, the Covid restrictions for
store capacity and gathering in groups have limited this
magic. Currently a bride is not able to bring an entourage
of bridesmaids and family members to help her decide on
a dress. Annie desperately wanted to find a way that her
brides could still share this special moment so she installed

For Annie, one of the best
things about being downtown
Zeeland is the people, and
their dogs. A certified dog lover
herself, Annie looks forward to setting
out a bowl of water and treats for
her puppy friends to enjoy during the
warm summer months. Dog owners that
frequent Main Street as their walking
circuit have enjoyed Annie’s pet-friendly
gestures! One enjoyed it so much that she even wrote
Annie a thank you card including pictures! It just goes to
show that you don’t always have to be a customer to have
a relationship with a downtown business.
The changes Annie has made during the pandemic have
affected the store greatly. Previously Annie Lane was
open to walk-in traffic six days a week. Now the store
is open by appointment only. Annie looks forward to
the day she can again host a shop full of brides and
their family members, but until then she will rely on her
AnnieCam to fill in the gaps.

KEEPER OF
THE KEYS
ZEELAND FRAMEWARE
122 E. MAIN
GREG VISSER

Z

eeland Hardware opened at 122 E. Main
in 1978 after Vern and Elly Butler relocated
their existing hardware store from Grand Rapids
to downtown Zeeland. In 1986, Vern was ready to
retire and his stepson, Greg Visser took over the
family business. A short two years after Greg started
in his new role, Vern unexpectedly passed away.
This left Greg to learn the business the hard way. “I
wasn’t done learning from him. I was still green in
the retail business,” Greg shared. Over time, Greg
found his footing, and running the family hardware
store became a perfect fit.
It’s no secret that Greg’s legacy is that of the most
helpful downtown business owner. At one time he
had keys to over 80% of the businesses, and like the
guardian of Main Street, Greg would let himself in
to fix lightbulbs and make other small repairs. Greg
recalled that in the late 1970’s, Vern expanded
Zeeland Hardware’s inventory to introduce a craft
department. After customers finished a project at
home, they would bring it to Vern and ask him
if he could frame it. Initially, Zeeland Hardware
didn’t offer this, but wanting to please, Vern bought
some supplies and started personally framing his
customers’ projects. Very quickly it was determined
that custom framing would become a mainstay of
the business. And now, Greg and Elly can frame
almost anything.
In 2009, Greg opened Zeeland Ace Hardware on
the west end of Main Street. With the new, bigger
store up and running on the west side of town, Greg
was able to transition the downtown hardware store
to Zeeland Frameware and maintain a sacred piece
of Main Street along with it.
When you visit Zeeland Frameware, you are
almost always guaranteed to find Greg or Elly, and
it always brightens your day. Elly, who has spent
almost every day downtown since she and Vern
opened the doors to Zeeland Hardware in 1978,
likely has more experience in matting and framing
than anyone you’ll ever meet. Customers cherish
Elly’s knowledge and dedication to their projects.
“People hang things in their homes that are
meaningful to them. When they ask us to frame, we
get to be part of those memories,” Greg reflected.
“Our customers trust us with this because we do
quality work that is affordable and professional.”

“ People hang things
in their homes that
are meaningful to them.
When they ask us to frame,
we get to be part of
those memories.”

With a passion for art, Greg and Elly invited the
Zeeland Artists Collective to open a gallery within
the frame shop. Now, when you visit Zeeland
Frameware, you can explore the collection
of local artists, purchase their work and
discover some of the artistic talent that
grows in our community.

STILL
SMILING

W

hat’s next?
That’s what
Aaron and Shelley Miller
asked themselves when they finished
refurbishing their family home. What
ended up being next was opening
a coffee shop downtown Zeeland
in December of 2017. Aaron and
Shelley have three children and they
wanted to show their kids that it’s
okay to do something new, take a risk,
learn and grow. Out of that growth
came Drip.
In the heart of downtown Zeeland,
Drip is a place where people gather
together and converse over a cup
of coffee. In the current state of
Covid restrictions, the buzz of
people sharing conversations with
one another is what’s missing inside
Drip, but Shelley has worked hard
and found ways to adapt during these
times. It’s easy to run through a drive
through to get your daily coffee, but
instead picture yourself placing your
coffee order online with Drip and
Shelley bringing it to your car with a
smile. It’s just as easy as that, and far
more rewarding!
Loyal Zeeland customers are what
keep Shelley smiling. “I know they
don’t want my coffee every day, but they
want Drip here so they make an effort
to come in and keep us going.” Making
new relationships and meeting new
people are what Shelley enjoys most
about owning and working behind
the counter at the coffee shop. “I
love being a part of my customers’
memories.” Shelley was once gifted a
hand drawn picture of a little girl and
her mom at Drip. The little girl drew
the picture because it documented
her favorite time each week with her
mom, the time they spend together at
the coffee shop. It’s Shelley’s honor
that she gets to be the setting for these
important pieces of life.

DRIP
150 E. MAIN
SHELLEY MILLER

“I love being
a part of my
customers’
memories.”

PUBLIC
131 E. MAIN
LUKE GRILL

PASSION FINDS A HOME
W

ith culinary influences from both sides of his
advertising that a little town called Zeeland was hungry
family, it’s really no surprise that Luke Grill
for new opportunities, that he knew he had found home.
ended up in the restaurant business. Luke grew up very
comfortable in the kitchen. As one of the youngest
A fresh entrepreneur with a lot of passion, a mind full
cousins in a large family, he was usually left to hang
of recipes and enough courage to take a risk, Luke
in the kitchen with his mom, aunts and Grandma
Grill established his first restaurant. Public opened its
Cole while his older cousins went off to play. But Luke
doors in 2012 and was an instant sensation. Zeeland
didn’t mind, he was absorbing the
fell in love with Public and Luke fell
innerworkings of the kitchen and
in love with Zeeland. “Zeeland is
developing the basis of his calling.
unlike any town I’ve ever seen; Feel
“People
care
Luke also cherished the big farm
the Zeel, the Chix and Dux teams,
about this place;
meals prepared by his Grandma
the pride for this community is so
Grill and the traditions that were
they want to invest rich. People care about this place;
shared being raised in a farm family.
they want to invest in it and make
in
it
and
make
These experiences taught him, not
it better.”
it better.”
just about food but about hospitality
and hosting.
Public has weathered the storm
As he grew, his interest in the kitchen only increased.
As a teen, his most desired job was that of a dishwasher
at a local restaurant, and his favorite celebrities were
professional chefs from the Food Network. After high
school, Luke set off for culinary school and business
school with determination and gusto. Along the way he
gained experience by working in popular restaurants
in New York City, Chicago, Detroit and San Francisco.
But it wasn’t until his dad sent him a newspaper clipping

of the pandemic okay so far.
Customers have been supportive by ordering take out
and buying gift cards. But if there isn’t an end in sight,
Luke is worried about what will happen this winter
when gift cards are redeemed but no cash comes in.
Luke expressed that one of the biggest disappointments
has been that he and his staff miss the joy of celebrating
with their customers. He is hopeful that by spring and
summer, people will feel safe to celebrate again.

FUN
MATTERS
“Our customers gave up
their weekend to wheel
boxes across the street.”

OUT OF THE BOX
114 E. MAIN
JEFF RIETVELD

I

n 1997, before Jeff and Hillary Rietveld were even
married, they had a dream to open a game store that
offered unique games; different than Monopoly or other
mainstream titles. After spending their first careers in
other industries; Jeff in manufacturing, Hillary running a
dance and activewear shop, the couple was ready to play
the game of their dreams.
The Rietvelds have always had an appreciation for the
rare, thought-provoking, high difficulty games and they
knew there was a niche of people who shared their interest.
In 2009, Out of the Box first opened on State Street, here
in Zeeland, but it didn’t take long for the Rietvelds to
officially become downtowners. In 2011, they moved their
business to the north side of Main Street.
Each year, the game store continued gaining popularity
and running out of floorspace. In 2013, the Rietvelds
and over 50 loyal customers, showed up on a Saturday

morning and physically moved the entire contents of Out
of the Box across the street to its current home at 114
E. Main. The new location nearly doubled their square
footage and allowed them to fully expand their game store
into a game, toy and puzzle store. “They started helping in
the morning and by 6 PM that night we were settled into
our new space and ready to open the doors for business
on Monday. Our customers gave up their weekend to
wheel boxes across the street, put up slat walls and build
displays,” recalled Jeff as he expressed his gratitude for
such a solid base of devoted customers.
It’s these same customers, and more, that have kept Out of
the Box afloat during this period of Covid. As Jeff reflected
on the challenges of the pandemic and the ways that it has
forced him and his staff to “retool,” (Jeff’s manufacturing
past was showing through!), he was most humbled to share
that despite all the uncertainty of 2020, this has turned
out to be their best Christmas season ever.

MOM AND BABY AGAIN
121 E. MAIN
ALYSE WHITMAN

LIGHT
IN THE
DARK
A

lyse has been part of the fabric of Main Street since

up to size 8 and a large selection of brand-new maternity
clothes. Alyse has also added a lovely little section where
moms can treat themselves or buy gifts for other new moms.
Alyse loves owning a downtown business because “this
small community supports one another. I’ve become
good friends with other business owners downtown. It’s
just a great community to be part of.” Along with her
appreciation for the friends she’s made downtown, Alyse
also appreciates the kindness from her customers. “We
have had people come in to buy gift cards just to support
local businesses. It’s so important for people to do that and
to be aware that the small businesses have always been the
backbone of this community.”

she was 18 years old, working at different stores,

gaining business experience and savoring the community.

It’s these gestures and the encouraging feedback from

Mom and Baby Again was one of the stores Alyse worked

customers that keep Alyse going through slow times, and

at when she was younger, and when the business went up

especially lifted her spirits while her business was closed

for sale in 2012, she decided to buy it!

due to the pandemic. Alyse also likes to use her business as
an encouragement to others; her staff and her customers.

Mom and Baby Again has changed under Alyse’s direction.

“I love that I can use my store as a way to shine light on

The store that was once known for its baby and kids’

others. I want people to feel joy when they are in this

consignment items is now primarily stocked with new and

store. During hard times I remind my staff of this verse,

unique merchandise; clothing, toys, gifts, baby accessories,

Philippians 4:4 – Rejoice in the Lord Always; I will say it

and items from local makers. The shop offers youth sizes

again, Rejoice!”

“This small community supports one another.”

BRUMMEL’S HOME FURNISHINGS
110 E. MAIN
JOE BRUMMEL

Thirty years later,
Joe is still making good
on his commitment
to his family.

TRUSTED,
COMMITTED & LOYAL
proudly represents the third generation
J oein Brummel
his family’s business. The Brummel’s Home

Furnishings business was started in 1956, in Wyoming,
Michigan, by Joe’s grandfather, Clayton Brummel.
Zeeland’s location opened on Main Street in 1982. After
graduating college with degrees in Sales/Marketing and
Business Management, Joe’s dad asked him to manage
the Zeeland store for one year. Thirty years later Joe is
still making good on his commitment to his family.
Selling furniture and appliances is more than a job
or a business for the Brummel family. Furniture and
appliances have big price tags, and they are some of
the most expensive items that homeowners have to buy.
Joe recognizes that making these purchasing decisions
doesn’t come lightly to the majority of his customers.
When they purchase from Brummel’s, they are making
investments in their home and Joe feels honored each
time they choose to trust him with those decisions.
Having been an anchor to downtown Zeeland for so

long, Joe recalls many ups and downs over the years. The
economic downturn in the early 2000’s was particularly
hard for small business owners like himself. Brummel’s
made it through that recession by aligning themselves
with over 5,200 other family-owned businesses in the
USA and forming a buying group, which allowed them
to keep their product costs down and pass along these
savings to their customers. All the more proof that the
little guys need to stick together.
The current pandemic has had the opposite effect
on the Brummel’s business with many people finding
a desire to tackle home projects and a need for new
appliances due to increased use of being home more.
Brummel’s customers have shown their commitment
to shopping local during this time, however, due to
manufacturing shutdowns and setbacks worldwide,
getting enough products to keep his inventory full has
been a challenge. From a business perspective, the only
silver lining is that this time around, the big box stores
are in the same boat.

IN GOOD
HANDS

BUNTE’S PHARMACY AND GIFTS
115 E. MAIN
KRISTIN RAREDON, PHARMD

K

ristin Raredon remembers going to Bunte’s as a
young girl when she would visit her grandparents
in Zeeland. Kristin’s visits to the Zeeland pharmacy
preceded her career by a few decades, but even as a child
she understood the important role that Bunte’s played in the
fabric of the community.
Kristin bought Bunte’s Pharmacy in 2016 from long-time
Zeelanders, Michael and Karen Vande Bunte. After Karen’s
call to ministry led the couple to New York, Mike decided
to hang up his pharmacist jacket and sell the business. A
pharmacist herself, Kristin had just purchased her first
pharmacy in Caledonia the year prior, but she still had a soft
spot for Bunte’s and the Zeeland community. She knew that
if she took on a second location, she would need exceptional
staff that she could count on. Kristin hired her sister, Julie
Emelander, PharmD, and transferred Lisa Diephouse,
PharmD from the Caledonia pharmacy to Zeeland.

She felt an
obligation to protect
the community.
Kristin spends most of her days at the Caledonia site, so
she says that Bunte’s customers actually know Lisa and Julie
best, and that is A-Okay with her. With Lisa and Julie on
the floor in Zeeland, not to mention, the staff that Kristin
inherited when purchasing the business, Kristin knows she
has a solid team in place. Some of Bunte’s crew has worked
there for over 25 years! It’s safe to say that Bunte’s customers
are in good hands.
Until recently, the challenges Kristin has encountered as
a small business owner have been minor, upgrading this or
replacing that. But the challenges brought on by Covid gave
Kristin and her team much more to consider. Kristin’s first
priority was to keep her staff and her customers safe. She felt
an obligation to protect the community the best she knew
how, at first limiting customer activity to curbside pickup and
delivery only. Bunte’s staff would meet customers outside,
take their list, and personally shop for each customer. As more
information about the pandemic was available and safety
procedures for businesses were rolled out, Bunte’s was able to
adjust and adapt to in-person shopping once again.

S M A L L T OW N H U T

PIZZA HUT
237 E. MAIN
JEAN LANGE

I

n the mid 80’s, Don Vos, founder of Don’s Flowers,
held an account with Michigan Pizza Hut,
servicing plants at more than 20 restaurant locations
around the state. Very active in the downtown
business community, Don knew that Zeeland was in
need of a new addition to Main Street, a restaurant
that was appealing to young families and teens. Each
time Don would call on the Pizza Hut account, he
would take the opportunity to pitch Zeeland to the
franchise owners. Eventually, when the lot at 237 E.
Main became available, Don lured the Pizza Hut
owners to town to show them the opportunities that
Zeeland offered. Hesitant about the small size of the
City’s population, Don personally drove the franchise
owners all around the Zeeland Public Schools
district, showing off the established residential base
and the new subdivisions that were beginning to pop
up all around the City proper. One week later, Don
received a call that Pizza Hut purchased land and
would be building a restaurant on Main Street.
Zeeland was unlike anywhere the franchise had ever
set up shop before. Due to City ordinances, at the
time, the Zeeland Pizza Hut would not be permitted
to operate Sunday hours or sell alcohol in the dining
room, as most other Pizza Huts did at the time. In
fact, the Zeeland Pizza Hut was the only location
in the franchise that had these restrictions. However,
even with these limitations, within a couple years,
the Zeeland Pizza Hut ranked among the top
performing restaurants in the entire franchise.

Today, Zeeland Pizza Hut is owned by Jeff White
and Craig Erikson. It is one of approximately 40
locations within the Michigan Pizza Hut franchise.
Though it might not be technically a family-owned
business, the Zeeland Pizza Hut team sure feels like
family by now. General Manager Jean Lange has
been taking care of Zeeland customers for over 16
years. She has loved getting to know her customers

Jean Lange has been
taking care of
Zeeland customers
for over 16 years.
and being part of the close-knit community all these
years. Jean recognizes that the restaurant industry
has been hit hard this year and she is thankful to be
in the pizza business, where delivery orders support
much of their bottom line. But even though Zeeland
Pizza Hut hasn’t been affected as much as some
of its neighbors, Jean and her team still share the
sorrow of not seeing the faces of their customers on
a regular basis. Jean especially misses the bustling
lunch buffet, school kids redeeming their Book-It
certificates, and those special customers that dote on
their favorite servers.

LA CRÊME
111 E. MAIN
KIM DE YOUNG

LOVE
IN
THE
DETAILS
T

he warmth of hospitality radiates from Kim De
Young. This is evident upon first introduction. It
is no surprise that Kim’s professional life has led her
down a path of service, starting as a dishwasher in a
restaurant at the age of 14 and working her way up.
Kim has trained and studied in the hotel industry and
fields of dental hygiene and massage therapy; ultimately
taking the risk to pursue restaurant ownership.

matters.” But Kim, the dreamer, knew otherwise, noting
that every single part of the experience matters. Kim
hand-picked each detail in her new restaurant, the perfect
music, the smells, the colors and textures. They have all
come together to make La Crême a place to escape and
enjoy life’s simple pleasures. She compares inviting people
into her space to a home, “That’s part of my passion. I
love food too, but food is a vehicle to love people well.” For

“Food is a vehicle to love people well.”
Kim and her husband Scott launched Fuzzy Peach, a
frozen yogurt shop on Main Street in 2013. By 2018, the
De Youngs were ready to retire their fro-yo machines.
They took a leap of faith and replaced Fuzzy Peach with
their dream restaurant, La Crême Creamery and Crepes.
Scott is the practical, steady side of the De Young duo,
suggesting, “if you sell good crepes, that’s all that really

Kim, serving people is the most rewarding part of running
her business. 2020 has been challenging and as a young
business, the uncertainty of the unknowns during the
unprecedented times of Covid, have been exceptionally
difficult. However, Kim continues to follow the vision in
her heart and is grateful for La Crême. She believes that
the future is bright and despite the strain of 2020, you will
still find Kim smiling under that mask.

TRUE GRIT

COMMUNITY RESTAURANT
421 E. MAIN
KORDE VAN KLOMPENBERG & BARRY ELZINGA

K

orde Van Klompenberg and Barry Elzinga have
essentially grown up inside Community Restaurant;
Korde, as son of the previous owner and Barry, first as a
dishwasher and then holding almost every position within the
restaurant until settling in as head cook and kitchen manager.
When the two decided to buy the restaurant from Korde’s
father, Lyle, they committed that Barry would run the back of
the house and Korde would run the front of the house.

last spring, Community Restaurant was forced to shut down
as the world responded to the coronavirus. For months,
repeated delays continued to stall their transaction. Even
though ownership didn’t officially transfer until October 15,
Korde and Barry took on full-time operations of Community
Restaurant over the summer. “Never in my dreams would I
have imagined taking over a restaurant during a pandemic,”

It would be understandable if the new owners found
themselves in a slight state of shock, but Korde
and Barry have a never- give -up attitude.
Community Restaurant has been around for as long as
Barry and Korde can remember, a true piece of Zeeland’s
history. At one time, Community Restaurant, Van Raalte’s
and Noel’s made up a trio of restaurants owned by Korde’s
uncle, father and grandfather. Eventually the restaurants
were divvied up and Lyle Van Klompenberg became sole
owner of the Community Restaurant. To say that the Van
Klompenbergs and Elzingas have restaurant experience is
an understatement. With two generations of owners ahead
of him, Korde may not admit it, but he was bred to do this.
And as a lifer himself, Barry’s whole family has also worked
at Community Restaurant. Together, Barry and Korde
make the perfect team.
Just as the team was preparing to take on their new investment

Korde expressed. Yet here he is, and with Barry by his side,
they are rolling with the challenges. The new partners have
been great on the fly, cleaning and updating the restaurant’s
interior and introducing credit card payment during periods of
shutdown, as well as implementing new safety and sanitation
procedures upon reopening. It would be understandable if
the new owners found themselves in a slight state of shock,
but Korde and Barry have a never give up attitude. Korde
says they are committed to their investment, “We have to keep
pushing along and do the best we can.” Eventually, though,
revealing his restlessness with the situation, Korde started to
trail off, “The sooner we can go back to the way things were
when we first started planning to take over...” Barry promptly
chimed in to offer his optimism and finish Korde’s sentence,
“and it will come. Pandemics end.”

“ I am grateful for the
community in and around
Zeeland, and consider
myself extremely blessed.”

TRIALS &
BLESSINGS
MAIN STREET BICYCLE COMPANY
201 E. MAIN
AARON SCHUTTER

T

he Zeeland bike shop, originally
named Zeeland Schwinn, has been
a cornerstone of downtown Zeeland since
1962. Although the shop itself is a veteran
business on Main Street, current owner, Aaron
Schutter is still technically one of the newer
kids on the block. Aaron took a job at Main
Street Bicycle Company while transitioning
out of his last career. He had worked in a
bike shop before and was reminded, all over
again, how much he loved the atmosphere.
Aaron says, “customers, vendors, and even
competitors are completely different in the
bike industry. Going to work became fun
again.” In 2019 Aaron made it official and
purchased the business.
Thanks to the hard work of past owners,
Zeeland’s bike shop has always been a
local favorite and Aaron appreciates the
community’s adoration that came along with
his business investment. Aaron describes the
joy of his business like this, “the excitement
of getting a new bike really doesn’t change
as people get older. It’s equally as rewarding
getting a kid on their first bike without training
wheels as it is getting a local athlete set up
with the right equipment for their upcoming
race season.” The folks at Main Street Bicycle
Co. love it all, which is why the pandemic
almost took the wind out of their sail at
first. “Covid made 2020 an absolute roller
coaster of a year. Just as our season started
blooming last spring, we were shut down like
so many other businesses. Having only owned
the business for six months, I really thought
things might be over for us before we even
got into our first season. However, once we
got the okay to reopen in April, the support
from the community was immediate and
overwhelming. Everyone wanted something
to do outside and came straight to their local
bike shop.”
They have had to completely change how
they do business, including online sales,
waiting lists and sometimes pre-ordering
bikes and parts up to a full year in advance.
Aaron says that “2020 has easily been the
most volatile, most difficult, but also the most
rewarding year for our business. I am grateful
for the community in and around Zeeland,
and consider myself extremely blessed.”

PART
OF THE
INNER
CIRCLE

FULL CIRCLE CREATIONS
139 E. MAIN
STACEY LAMBERTS

W

hat started six years ago with a
small business called SnS Dips has
recently grown into a store front. For years,
Stacey and her husband Steve have been
creating packaged, dried gourmet dips,
developing new recipes and expanding
their product line as they went. They
entered the retail market by selling their
packaged dips at craft shows and learned
a great deal about running a business.
Now they sell their dips wholesale and are
in over ninety stores and over twenty-five
states as well as Canada. Zeeland is lucky
enough to have them call this their home.
Out of the success of their home-based
business, the Lamberts were ready to open
a brick-and-mortar shop. Opening Full
Circle Creations gave Stacey and Steve the
opportunity to sell their own items as well
as offer product lines from other vendors
that complemented their inventory. The
store gives them the opportunity to mentor
others who are trying to build their own
businesses. Steve and Stacey do this in
hopes of helping others achieve their
dreams and goals as well.
Full Circle Creations had a delayed start.
The Lamberts finally opened their doors
on May 29, 2020 – almost two months later
than originally planned. Covid has brought
them a number of challenges, including
being shut down before the opportunity to
even open. But that hasn’t slowed them
down or dimmed their fire. The Lamberts’
new little shop has endured during the
pandemic and Stacey and Steve have
felt the support of the community. “This
has brought so many more customers to
our shop to help support local and small!
That has been such a blessing in disguise,”
reflects Stacey.

Steve and Stacey do
this in hopes of
helping others achieve
their dreams and
goals as well .

HARDWORKING
HANDS,
HEARTWARMING
TREASURES
THE PORCH
137 E. MAIN
CAROLYN RAAR &
BRENDA MCCULLOCH

T

hree years ago, Carolyn and Brenda made the

most rewarding parts of their job. Being trusted with their

decision to open their own shop. After operating

clients’ prized possessions is deeply fulfilling. “That trust is a

booths in several locations, it was time to put all of

feeling we treasure,” said Brenda. Tired pieces are brought

their items in one place. Carolyn is beyond talented in

in and together Brenda and Carolyn help their customers

reupholstery and Brenda has

find the perfect finish and fabric

a natural skill for refinishing

to create a one-of-a-kind piece

furniture. The pair has a knack

that looks brand-new.

for style and an exquisite eye for
color and pattern. Before they
opened their shop, they were
longing for a way to put their
talents to use and do what they
love every day.

of changes at The Porch. They
both worked tirelessly to make
online and curbside shopping
available, with their new website

The Porch currently provides
reupholstery,

Covid has caused a large number

home

decor,

custom furniture refurnishing,
fabric for sale, design consulting,
chalk paint and upholstery supplies. They carry beautiful
and unique home accents, textiles, furniture, and gifts
sourced from all over the USA and beyond.
Carolyn and Brenda find their true passion in the art of
working with their hands to produce custom furnishings for
their clients. Working with family heirlooms is one of the

hosting more than 1,200 items
for

purchase.

Additionally,

Carolyn will be relocating due
to a change in her husband’s
employment, therefore, Brenda
will be the sole owner of their once shared business. The
Porch will soon be renamed Altered Finishes. Brenda’s business
will maintain the breathtaking beauty that customers love
about The Porch, but instead of offering reupholstery, will
focus heavily on refinishing furniture for retail, as well as
custom orders. Altered Finishes will also make space within
the store for customers to learn the refinishing process from
Brenda and complete their own project on site.

Being trusted
with their clients’
prized possessions is
deeply fulfilling.

DECADES OF DEKKER’S
1

24 E. Main Street is the current brick and mortar location
or make something that has intrinsic value and watching the
for Dekker’s Jewelry, but the geographic heritage dates all
customer’s reaction when he presents the finished piece is what
the way back to Goes, Netherlands, 1882. After a brief stop
Gary finds most rewarding about his business.
in Grand Rapids, the Dekker family brought their business
to Zeeland, Michigan, USA in 1892. The jewelry store’s first
There’s a reason Dekker’s Jewelry has stayed in Zeeland all
Zeeland site was where North Street Church now stands.
these years. Gary and his incredibly loyal staff explain that they
Eventually the store was moved across the street to what is
love working in such a close-knit community. The Dekker’s
presently the Zeeland Historical Museum. In 1927, Dekker’s
team looks forward to the customers who stop in twice a
Jewelry finally landed in its current location, near the center
year for watch batteries just as much as they look forward
of downtown. Later,
to the Zeelanders who
in 1979, Zeeland’s
wave every Saturday
Historical
Society
morning as they make
Being able to fix or make something
opened their museum
a beeline to the Bakery.
that
has
intrinsic
value
and
watching
the
and named it Dekker
Huis, paying homage
customer’s reaction when he presents the Doing business in
to the Dekker Family
Zeeland
certainly
finished piece is what Gary finds most
who had originally
has an abundance
rewarding about his business.
occupied the space.
of
heartwarming
rewards.
However,
Gary Van Kampen,
selling luxury goods,
current owner of Dekker’s Jewelry, purchased the business
like jewelry, in a small, financially conservative town has
from his father in 1988. Aside from the Dekkers themselves,
always been a bit of an uphill climb. Layering past economic
the Van Kampens are the only other family to run this age-old
recessions or the current global pandemic makes running
jewelry store. Given their tenure, Gary and the jewelers that
a jewelry store much more challenging. And yet, with the
preceded him make up an uninterrupted timeline of Zeeland
support of faithful customers, Dekker’s has always seen its
historians. Needless to say, the downtown Zeeland scenery and
way through. Gary and his team are thankful for you and
business life has changed dramatically since Dekker’s grand
your support and they will be ready to serve you when you
opening in 1892. But the one thing that has been consistent
need your watch repaired or are ready make some of the
is the jewelers’ affection for their customers. Being able to fix
most sentimental purchases of your life.

DEKKER’S JEWELRY
124 E. MAIN
GARY VAN KAMPEN

This is not a stone.
It’s a giant-slayer.

There’s a new creative agency
in downtown Zeeland
that equips courageous brands
with bold marketing ideas.
Whether it’s a brand refresh,
a billboard takeover,
or a manifesto video,
David & Brook will find
a smooth stone that
takes down your giant.

LEARN MORE AT
DAVIDANDBROOK.COM

YOUR
STORY
It’s missing from this publication. And your role is
actually the most important. Without the support
of our community, downtown would not exist. In
the weeks ahead, we’re asking you and your family
to intentionally find ways to redirect your spending
dollars to serve local needs. Let’s dig deep. Let’s find
the ZEEL in our hearts, and the strength in our
resolve to collectively lift up our economy. Thank you
for your support.

CITYOFZEELAND.COM/STRENGTHANDMAIN

FACEBOOK.COM/FEELTHEZEEL

@FEELTHEZEEL

